LTS-200N Series Total Stations

Total Surveying Solution
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The LTS-200N is a full-featured total station with reflectorless measuring capability which
provides exceptional performance and a cost effective solution to a wide range of general and
concrete construction applications and is designed to be accessible to users of all skill levels.
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Advanced EDM
Quick and accurate distance measurement with maximum
range 300m in Reflectorless mode and 3,000m in prism mode.
Target can be easily switched with a light touch of a finger

Large Memory
The on-board memory of LTS-200 has capacity of storing 60,000
points allowing you to handle efficiently any measurement and
inspection tasks. Several days worth of data collection.

Onboard Software
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Stored coordinate & observation date can be easily exchanged
between LTS-200 and your PC using SD Card, USB Data Cable
and RS232C Cable. Class 2 Bluetooth module is also equipped
for communicating with external data collecting mobile
devices.
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Linertec Express
LTS-200 comes equipped with full-featured
LinertecExpress software that helps you handle your
most difficult survey jobs. This powerful software
package features an easy-to-use operator interface
that guides you through all measuring jobs.
LinertecExpress’s architecture provides open access
to a number of powerful integrated functions to
solve any advanced surveying application.

USB Data Cable
SC Card
Bluetooth
RS232C Cable
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Instrument
Carrying case
BP04 Battery (2 pcs.)
BC04 Charger
AC Adapter
Power supply cord
Plumb bob
Plummet hook
Hexagonal wrench
Adjusting pin
Screwdriver
Rain cover
CD-ROM
(Manuals & Data
transfer software)
· USB cable
· RS232 cable
· SD card(2GB)

